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THE VIABILITY OF STIMULATING TECHNOLOGy-ORIENTED 
ENTREPRENEURIAL ACTIVITY IN CHINA, TAIWAN, JAPAN, 
AND SOUTH KOREA: How REGULATIONS AND CULTURE 
ENCOURAGE THE CREATION, DEVELOPMENT, AND 
EXPLOITATION OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
Matthew L. Goldberg * 
I. INTRODUCTION 
With the ever-expanding global capitalistic economy, technology and 
information access arc quickly becoming arenas where countries seek develop-
ment to remain competitive. Inherent in the development of technology is 
entrepreneurship-the ability to create and develop new ideas. This paper 
compares the ability of the laws and cultures of select East Asian countries to 
encourage and facilitate technology-oriented entrepreneurship. The countries 
evaluated are: (1) China, a nation with tremendous economic potential; (2) 
Taiwan, whose capitalistic mentality and capacity to influence investment and 
technological know-how in China make them wOlihy of analysis; (3) Japan, a 
nation with a large economy and a proven ability to create highly reputable 
technology products; and (4) South Korea, which due to its advanced Internet 
infrastructure is a tremendous testing ground for technological advances. 
* Matthew L. Goldherg is an attorney at Gunderson Dettmer LLP in Menlo Park, CA (Silicon Valley) 
and represents entrepreneurs and venture capitalists in all stages of corporate growth. He received his .T.D li'om 
George Washington University Law School and a B.S. in Economics with a concentration in Entrepreneurial 
Management Irom The Wharton School at the University of Pennsylvania. Mr. Goldherg is currently 
completing an LL.M. in Transnational Law Irom Temple University (Tokyo/Philadelpllla) and can be reached 
at mgoldbcrg(agundcr.colll or Illlgoldberg((/!glllail.col11. 
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The goal of this paper is to provide investors, advisors, and legal practi-
tioners with a framework to better evaluate and compare these nations for 
potential investment ventures. Each country is separately evaluated under a three-
part analysis using criteria based on what venture capitalists deem most 
important when evaluating a possible portfolio company. This includes areas of 
analysis such as whether the company owns or has exclusive rights to its intellec-
tual property, whether the company can protect and profit from this ownership, 
whether the company's management has the entrepreneurial tools to move the 
company forward, and whether investors can sell their interest and withdraw a 
return from their investment. I 
Consequently, Part I describes each country's foundation for patent and 
software copyright laws and explains how these laws facilitate or inhibit the 
creation of intellectual property in each nation. Part I also discusses each 
country's ability to enforce these laws. Part II reviews the nature and viability of 
exit opportunities for investors in each nation. 2 Finally, Part III discusses the 
culture and logistics of each nation to determine if a proper environment exists 
for technological entrepreneurship. Where applicable, laws that encourage 
entrepreneurial funding and activity have been integrated into the evaluation. 
I See gmerallr Curtis 1. Milhaupt. The Market .lor 1!1I101'atioll ill the Lilliled Slales alld jap(IIl.· 
lelllllre Capilal llllil Ihe COl11pil/'{{lil'e COIjJorale (jOl'emllllce /Jeha/I!, 91 Nil'. U. L. REV. S65, 880 (1997) 
(listing the !lve key components to a successful venture capital environment us: liquidity, incentives, labor 
mobility, risk tolerance, and a detachment of venture capital funds from the special interests of government, 
banks, or institutional investors). 
2 '"Exit opportunities" arc ways for investors to obtain a tinancial return for their investment or 
obtain '"liquidity" tix their investment. The most common exit opportunities fllr start-up ventures include initial 
public oITerings of stock, a company's acquisition by another company (a merger), or the sale of the investor's 
stock ownership to another investor. 
2 
• 
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II. TilE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA 
China attracts large-scale attention for its potential market SIze, cheap 
labor, and technical skills. However, China still lacks several important 
conditions for developing entrepreneurial ventures. China's problems include, 
inter alia, access to capital, efficient managerial structures, and marketing and 
financial skills.' Moreover, China's state run economy creates policies that favor 
its state-run enterprises.4 China has great commercial and investor potential, but 
there are many potholes along the way, some of which can be avoided with 
proper planning, and others that cannot. 
A. China:S" Intel/ectual Property Laws 
With attention in recent years towards fostering foreign investment and 
the corresponding need to protect this investment in intellectual property, China 
has patterned its current intellectual property laws on international treaties and 
standards.5 China's recent entry into the World Trade Organization (WTO) in 
3 See Francis Bassolino, Chilla: Primte Fljuill' - Nothillg ''eillured. CiIINA ECON. REV .• .Ian. 14. 
200], at I. It is abo worth noting that China is a ci\ il law ~talc, meaning case law and prior court decisions. 
while somcwhat rclcvant. arc not binding: thc rulc as stated is what judges or bureaucrats will ti.)llow. However. 
these rules arc broad enough to allow bureaucrats to apply their particular policy to each situation. See illji-a 
note 44. 
4 See, e.g.. id. (discussing how the government limits the supply of equity offerings by allowing 
state-owncd cnterpriscs to list first): Karby Leggctt, Chill(/ to LaullCh Slock Markels jor T('ch Firms. ASIAN 
WAr L ST . .I .. Mar. 10.2000. at 13 (discussing how cquity listing candidates arc choscn more for their political 
backing than for the quality of their operations): Cynthia L. Wcbb, T('ch Firms Kecp Ridillg Chilles(' Tiger, 
WASHIM;TONPOS r.(,O~1, Nov. 30. 2004. http://www.washingtonpost.com/ac2/wp-dyn/A21577-
2004Nod(l"language=printcr (last visited Mar. 1.20(5) (stating how Beijing's governmcnt procurement otlice 
canccled a $3.5 million softwarc deal with Microsoft just ten days aftcr it was award cd, following otlicial 
complaints that local governments are not buying enough software dcveloped domestically). 
5 S('c .Ionathan C. Spicrcr. Illtellcctual Pml'l!I"ll' ill Chilla: Pro.I'jJI'c!lIS jiJr Nel1' Markel flltrallts, 
HARv. ASIA Q .. Summcr 1999, amilahfl' at http://www.fas.harvard.edu/-asiactr/haq/199903/9903aOIO.htm (last 
visited Mar. I. 2(0)). China's copyright law was dcvcloped in 1990 with assistance from the World Intcllectual 
Property Organization. legal experts. and busincss consultants. 
3 
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2003 resulted in the revision or repeal of laws that were not in line with its WTO 
agreements and obligations. China's membership in the WTO required Chinese 
law to become more transparent and consistent with international practices, and 
required China to better enforce and protect intellectual property rights. 6 
1. China s patent law and the compulsory license 
China, along with Japan, South Korea, and the United States, are all 
members of the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) Patent 
Cooperation Treaty (PCT), which provides an international system for filing and 
processing international patent applicationsJ Foreigners are given the same 
rights as Chinese citizens for patent and copyright laws, so long as the foreigner's 
native country or nation of residence has entered a treaty with China or, for a 
copyright, the material was first published in such a country. x Patent law may also 
6 STAle [NllLLlClliAL PIHll'flUY OffICe, Rll'ORI ON 1111 PROlfCIIO'J or l'IUILCIL.\l PROI'LRn 
RI(;HTS IN CHII'o:A IN 2003 (ABSTRAlI) (2004), al http://www.sipo.gov.cn/sipo Englishll1cw 041402.htm (last 
visitcd Mar. 1,20(5) I hereinafter CHINA 2003 [P RlPORT]: see gellera/h· illli-a note 15. 
7 Thc Convention establishing the World Intellectual Property Organization was signed in 
Stockholm on July 14, 1967, and entered into forcc in 1970. WIPO is responsible tf)r thc promotion of thc 
protection of intellectual propcrty throughout the world through cooperation among states, and for the adminis-
tration of various multilateral treaties dealing with the legal and administrative aspects of intellectual property. 
There arc ovcr [79 I11cmhc", of the WIPO. See A Briel SIlIlI/I/WT oj the IV/PO Treaties, APLF UI'DAIe (Assoc. 
of Patent L. Finns, Chi., III.), Jan. 27, 2003, [ssuc 46, at http://www.aplforg/maiicr/isslle46.html(last visited 
Feb. 22, 20(5). There arc a total of 124 members of the Patent Cooperation Treaty, including South Korea, 
Japan, and the United States. The PCT makes it possible to seek patent protection t()J an invention simultane-
ously in each ofa large number of cOLIn tries by tiling an "international" patent application. Such an application 
may be filed by anyone who is a national or resident of a contracting state. The Treaty regulates the [fmnal 
requircments with whieh any international application must comply. Patent Cooperation Treaty, June 19, 1970, 
28 U.S.T. 7645, a"ailah/I! at http://www.wipo.intlpct/en/tcxts/pdtipct.pdf(last visited Mar. 1,20(5). 
8 Copyright Law of the People's Republic of China, art. 2, ({\'(Ii/ah/e III 
http://www.sipo.goY.cnisipoEnglishlt1fg/xgtlfgit20020416 34754.htm (last visited Mar. 3, 20(5) [hereinatter 
China Copyright]. 
4 
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apply on the principle of reciprocity, meaning that if one country allows Chinese 
citizens or businesses to receive protection under that nation's patent laws, China 
will act in kind. 9 
A patent granted 111 China gives the holder exclusive rights to exploit 
their invention for twenty years. IO Patents are granted to the applicant whose 
application was filed first, II and annual fees are required to maintain the patent. 12 
These rights are similar to those granted by other nations such as Japan, Taiwan, 
South Korea, and the United States, which all grant twenty year patents. In 
addition, all countries use the first-il1-time application standard, with the 
exception of the United States and the Philippines, who use the "first to invent" 
standardY China's patent laws were also enacted for reasons similar to most 
countries-to encourage the development, dispersion, and application of 
inventions, and to promote science and technology. 14 However, unlike the other 
nations discussed in this article, Chinese law also preserves the goal of meeting 
the needs of socialist modernization. ls 
9 Patent Law of the People's Republic of China. art. 18, (/I'ai/ah/c at http://www.sipo.gov.cn/sipo 
English!tlfg/zltlfgit20020327 33R72.htm (last visited Mar. 3,20(5) [hereinafter China p,ltcntJ. 
10 Id. art. 42. Patents for utility models and designs arc ten years. !d. 
II Id. art. 9. 
12 !d. art. 43. 
13 KF'JNUll L. PORT & Gr·RAI.Il PAUl. Mci\u'J'J, CotvrPARMlvE LAW: LA\\" ,\NIl [HE LF(;AL PROCESS 
IN J~PA" 734 (Carolina Academic Press 20(3) (1990). 
14 China Patent. slII'ra note 9, art. I. China also fosters patent licensing by removing the right of a 
liccm,cc to sublicense. unless agreed to by contract with the licensor. Id. art. 12. 
IS Id. art. I: .1'('(' g(,II(!I"a//)" Phelim Kyne. Chilla ()\'cr{III"/lS Pli::('/":V Pall'lIl tor I/agra Dmg: Rlllillg 
III{('//si/ics ("oll("cms ()\'eI" Bf'ijillg.\· Commilillul{ 10 11I{f'//('cllla/ Prol'a{\'. ASIAN WALL ST. J.. July 8, 2004, at 
AI (discussing how China's actions denying Ptizer's patent for Viagra reveal China's conflicting signals about 
its cOlllmitment to improve its intellectual property rights) [hercinatler P/i::cr PalclIll. 
5 
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The need to protect the socialist system is a standard that creates some 
uncertainty for patent holders. No patent right will be granted for any invention 
that is against social morality, detrimental to thc public interest, or contrary to thc 
laws of the State. 16 Moreovcr, the State can require compulsory patent licenses. 
While compulsory license laws are not uncommon, thcir interpretation and 
application can limit a patent holder's ability to fully determine the patent's 
commercial exploitation. 
For example, the Patent Administration Depm1ment under the State 
Council may grant a compulsory license for a company or government entity to 
exploit a patent even when that company or agency has bcen unable to agree with 
the patent holder on a reasonable fee. 17 A compulsory license may also be granted 
when a national emergency or "extraordinary" state of affairs occurs, or "where 
the public interest so requires."18 The State can also mandate how a patent "which 
is of great significance to the interest of the State or to the public interest and is 
16 China Patent, slipra note 9. art. 5. The concept of public interesl may abo explain why fiJreign 
companies have had such a difficult time receiving patents in health-related industries. Scc, cg .. PhcJim Kyne 
& Leslie Chang, Gla.m Gil'cs Up Patcil/, Al'Oidillg Figh/ ill Chilla, ASIAN WALL S r. J., Aug. 19, 2004. at A I 
(discussing how pharmaceutical companies believe enforcement of patent, in China is "spotty" and that the 
approval process is extremely slow, thereby delaying their opportunity to utilize patent laws). 
17 China Patent, SlipI'({ note 9, arts. 48, 54. This decision can be appealed to the Patent 
Administration Department under the State Council. Id. art. 55. 
18 hi. art. 49. A recent example of this involved AIDS drugs. In 2002, China considered allowing 
the domestic production of generic AIDS drugs, even though they would violate t()reign patents (India and 
Brazil had already issued similar compulsory licenses). China, however, stated it would tirst negotiate in good 
faith with drug producers before taking the drastic and potentially inflammatory step of a compulsory license. 
This indicates how countries will resist having to usc this right, but how the ability of companies in areas related 
to public health and similar industries may not be able to fully exercise the monopoly rights they have for their 
patented drugs. S('c g(,II('I'({IIi' Leslie Chang, Chilla lIill'll.l' of.·Ie!ioll Oil .·IIDS ,\lcdieill('\', It Price Talks Fail, 
Bl!ijillg :Iim' PCrllli! Local Firllls /0 Prodllcc I'a!('/I/ed Dmgs, ASIAN WALL S I. .I .. Sept. 9, 2()02, at A3: Chilla !o 
COlliI'll' \\'i!1I Pa/c/I!s 011 ,lIDS Dl'IIgs, Official Sa.\'.I, ASIAN WALL ST . .I., Sept. 10,2002, at A3, 
6 
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in need of spreading and application" can be applied. 19 A compulsory license can 
also be required when an important technical advancement of considerable 
economic significance calls for the use of a certain patent.2o 
These vague and ambiguous statements illustrate that any patent can be 
violated at the will of the State. Moreover, Chinese law does not consider it patent 
infringement if the patent is used for purposes such as general scientific research 
and experimentation, or if the patented product was being used prior to its filing 
as a patent. 21 The former is a rather broad carve-out, while the latter creates 
concerns for the patentee who uses the invention or similar ones in his or her 
business prior to the patent being filed. 
For an invention created by an inventor while employed (defined as an 
invention made during employment or using the material and technical means of 
the employer), the right to apply for the patent belongs to the entity employing 
the inventor; after approval, the entity is considered the patentee.n The scenario 
becomes more complicated when attempting to assign a patent to a foreigner 
(seemingly including a foreign-owned entrepreneurial venture), as any assign-
ment to a foreigner must be approved by the State.23 However, no criteria for such 
approvals are listed in the law. 
19 China Patent. supra note 9. art. 14. 
20 Iii. art. 50. 
21 Id. art. 63; Sl'l' gl'l/l'ralh" ['Ii;:l'r ['11/01/. slIpm note 15 (Pfizer was denied a patent in China for 
Viagra because it was deemed to have tlliled the "novelty"' requirement). Under the novelty requirement. "a 
patent can be granted and urheld only if no identical invention has been disclosed in any publicalion within the 
country or abroad. or been publicly used or made known to the public by any other means within the country." 
Id. 
22 China Patent, slIpra note 9, art. 6. By example. in the U.S. the employee/invcntor applies for the 
patent and then through contract assigns the right to the company. 
23 China Patent, slIpm note 9. art. 10. 
7 
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2. China:~ software protection 
Like the laws of the United States, China's copyright laws specifically 
protect computer software.24 China defines software as "the computer and 
supporting files" and excludes concepts and algorithms that lead to the develop-
ment of code. 25 The tenn of protection for China's copyright is fifty years.26 The 
copyright owner has standard rights such as the right to alteration, integrity, 
distribution, and adaptation, as well as the right to authorize others to exercise 
these rights (through licenses) and to receive remuneration for such licenses.27 
However, there arc a number of ambiguous areas which may cause problcms. 
One area of concern applies to material created for an employer. Unless 
otherwise agreed to in contract, a work commissioned by an employer is assumed 
to be owned by the employer. 2x However, while a work created by an employee 
in the fulfillment of tasks assigned to him by an employer is deemed to be a work 
created in the course of employment, the copyright in the work still belongs to 
the author/employee. 29 Nevertheless, the legal entity or organization is granted a 
priority right to exploit the work within the scope of its professional activities. 
The important practice point here is to include language in a proprietary rights 
agreement for employees or independent software contractors that broadly 
20. 
8 
24 China Copyright, I'I/pra note g. art. I. 
25 It!. 
26 lei. art. 21. Authors are given "rights of authorship, alteration and integrity" for eternity. !d. art. 
27 Id. art. 10. 
28 Iii. arl. 6. 
29 Iii .. arl. 16. 
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defines these professional activities and business areas. However, language that 
is too restrictive on the author's rights may violate China's socialist policies. 30 
Chinese copyrights are limited in other ways, as a work may be exploited 
without permission or payment for reasons such as the user's own private study, 
research, or personal entertainment; as well as be used by the State for the 
purpose of fulfilling its own official duties)1 These reasons are rather ambiguous 
and cannot be protected or clarified through eontract. J2 After all, private study, 
research, or personal entertainment would account for most consumer purchases; 
and "state official duties" could mean almost anything. 
3. Enji)rC('lIlent oj'intellectz{(I1 property laws 
China's recent entry into the WTO has motivated China to make even 
more of an effort to increase its enforcement of intellectual property rights. 33 The 
efficacy of the enforcement to date is debatable. J4 On one hand, public awareness 
30 China's copyright laws incorporate ambiguous concepts such as the promotion of "the develop-
ment and prosperity of the socialist culture and science." Id. art. I. 
31 !d. ~ 4, art. 22 (additional limitations on use are listed in article 22). 
32 Another ambiguous area concerns works by co-authors. For works created by two or more 
authors, the copyright is "enjoyed jointly" by the authors. Id. art. 13. It is unclear. however, whether approvals 
Irom all or just one is necessary to commercially exploit the material. 
33 China reported handling 1,517 patent dispute cases in 2003, and claimed 1,237 were resolved. 
China also reported I,R73 settled cases for "passing-oil" patents and 164 settled cases lor counterfeiting patents. 
CH[r\A 2003 IP REPUR I, -'II/Jra note 6. In 2003 China \ Trademark Ollicc received the most trademark applica-
tions ever -- 452,095 (7.5'Y., were Irom abroad). Id. That same year, over 37,000 "trademark law-breaking cases 
were investigated," ofwhieh two-thirds were detined by China as "trademark-intringement and counterfeiting." 
!d. Of those, "45 cases were transferred [0 judicial organs t(,r criminal liabilities." Given the high level of 
counterfeiting known to take place in the country. this number seems very low. Id. 
3-1 Sel!, e.g, illim note -I(). Moreover, since 200 I the United States has been monitoring China under 
section 306 of the Trade Act of 1974. This means that the United States Trade Representative canillove directly 
to trade sanctions if there is slippage in either country's ent()["eeillent of bilateral intellectual property rights 
agreements. RALPH H'IL·(;HIIlJl' [ FOLSO\[ f [M .. , IN [lKr\A[ [O'JAL Iks['1FSS TKANSA("[ [O'lS S69 70 17th cd. West 
20(4) (2002) (eilillg USTR 2001 SPH[AL 301 RIP()[U (2002)). 
9 
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of the use of intellectual property has clearly risen. In 2003, China saw a 22% 
increase in patent filings from the previous year, including a 61 % increase of 
foreign applications and a 38% increase in granted patents.35 There is also a 
corresponding new use of patent law by domestic Chinese companies to resolve 
intellectual property disputes. This indicates that domestic companies are not 
only applying for patents, but are also now seeking legal means to resolve 
intellectual property disputes rather than just simply infringing on rights. 36 
However, penalties for intellectual property infringement in China still 
appear vague and unimposing. Infringers could face any of the following 
repercussions: an order to cease the infringing act or eliminate the etTects of the 
act, apologizing, or paying compensation for damages. 37 The level of compensa-
tion depends on the circumstances of each case. 3S In 2003, China reported that it 
dispatched 150,000 enforcement personnel to check more than 20,000 markets, 
67,000 booths, 500 enterprises, and 800 schools. They reported 12,900,000 
pieces/sets of pirated products seized, of which 2,542 received fines totaling over 
2.8 million RMB (about U.S. $400,000) and almost 2,000 illegal businesses were 
shut down. 39 Relative to the size of China and the country's current disregard for 
intellectual property laws, these numbers seem low, especially the number of 
35 China's State Intellcctual Propcrty Ollicc (SIPO) has grantcd ovcr onc million patcnts. Foreign 
applications reprcscnt 17.4% ofthc patent filings, but only 12% ofthc granted patcnts. China's SIPO grantcd 
1,065.261 patcnts in 2003 from 1.595.415 tilings. See CIIINA 2003 IP RII'()RT. 1111'/'(/ notc 6. 
36 See Kync & Chang, 1111'/'(/ note 16 (disclIssing how the growing number of patent challenges 
bcing tiled in China is a good sign that ""the domestic industry is starting to usc Icgal methods to challenge 
patents rathcr than just inti"ingc thcm""). 
10 
37 China Copyright, supra nOle 8. art. 46. 
38 1d. 
39 1d. 
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cases brought to court and the amounts of the fines. These numbers either show 
a continued lack of concern for intellectual property violations in China or an 
inability to enforce these laws in such an expansive nation.40 
B. Exit Opportunities: "Buyer Beware" 
Exit options can be rather difficult in China. China's capital controls 
preclude quick exits from investments.41 Foreign investors in China also cannot 
repatriate funds from a domestic initial public otTering.42 In addition, corruption 
and lack of transparency are problems, since accounting regulations are in their 
infancy and Chinese securities laws are a jumbled mix of Western free-market 
tenets and principles of state contro/. 43 Moreover, China's policy of favoring state 
owned companies in their public stock market has not only made it difficult for 
non-state owned or supported companies to get listed, but has also created a 
40 China has attcmpted to c1can up IP violations in thc country for ovcr tcn ycars. but not much 
progrcss has bcen made. See, e.g .. Chilla Slaris Cellia As Palelll Walch"og, ASIA'J W.~I.l. ST . .I., Sept. 23, 1994, 
at A4 (discussing how China started an intellectual property protection ccntcr in rcsponsc to IP inti'ingcmcnts 
with watchdog networks in 26 provinccs); Charlcs Hutzler & Phelim Kync, U.S. BusinC.lses Urge Chilla to Reill 
ill Piracr: Americall COllllhlllies Sill' Intellectua/·Propertr Theti Relllaills a S('riolls Pmhlelll, ASIA1'< WAl.L ST . 
.I., Sept. 17,2004, at A3 (noting that, 'There is virtually no enforcement," says Charles Martin, director of the 
Beijing olliee for American Chamber of Commerce.); Webb, .I'llI'm notc 4 (citing Business Sotlware Alliance's 
cstimate that 92% of the softwarc in China is pirated). 
41 Peter Wonacott, Car/l'ie GrollI' Packs Fat 11,IIIet Ii,,' TOllr 01 Chilla: U.s. Pril'l/le·Equitr Giallt /0 
/1Il'nt "I' to S/ Billioll: ".4 Coid('// Paiod IiII' I/s, " ASIAN WAll ST . .I., Apr. 21,2004, al A I [hereinafter Car/rle 
Gmll!'J. The Carlyle Group has about SIR billion in global funds and its advisors include former U.S. Sccretary 
of State James Baker III, fonner SEC Chairman Arthur Levitt, and former British Primc Minister John Major. 
!d. 
42 It!. See a/so Rita Raagas Dc Ramos, FlIllds: lell/lIre·Capi/al FlIllds Favor C/zilla: III/I!!'es/ ill 
Opportllllities ill Still·Uherali:illg ECOIIOIII.!' Grl'\l' AliI!!' COIIIIIIT Joilled WTO, ASIA"! W~!.l. ST . .I., July II, 
2003, at M5 (describing rroccdures and ways around them). 
43 Peggy H. I'u. Com1l1ent, /)n'£'iopillg I ,,"tllre Capi/ol LOll'S ill Chillo: Lessolls Leorl/ed Ii-om tile 
Ullited States, G'erlll(/Hl: (/ild'/al'all, 23 Loy. L.A. INI'I & ('()~IP. L. REI'. 4R7, 511 16,52021 (20DI), citillg 
Xian Chu Zhang. The Old f'mhiem,', the 'vCII' Lml: olld the Del'e/opillg ,\4arket--A PrelilllilllllT 6'.\'(/lIIill(//iOl/ 01 
//ze Firs/ Sl'cllrities Lil1\' 01 t/ze People:,' Repllhlic 0/ ('ililli/, 33 INT'!. L. 983, 988,1013 (1999). 
11 
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public distrust in the market;~~ it is telling that even as the Chinese economy has 
surged in recent years, stock prices have still languished.~5 Furthermore, 
attempting to list a Chinese company in a foreign stock exchange encompasses 
its own set of obstacles. As a result of China's unclear foreign investment laws, 
several technology related Chinese companies-companies with foreign invest-
ment-have had their plans to list shares on overseas stock markets delayed as 
regulators debate these laws:16 
Several alternatives exist to limit some of these problems. Foreign listing 
is still an option for exit, although this alternative may only be useful for the best 
companiesY China has also recently begun plans to set up a market for smaller 
companies similar to the NASDAQ.4s Exit via a merger or acquisition is also an 
option, although an unpredictable one, as govell1ment ministries that oversee 
44 This limits an investor's desire to purchase stocks olfered in the public market. Richard Daniel 
Ewing. Chillo Needs «'lItllre Capital. ASIAN WilLL ST . .I .• July 26. 2004. at A9. Chinesc laws arc also broadly 
drafted and leave room for interpretation by the bureaucrats. If the bureaucrats lind a law or policy undesir-
able, they can make certain company rcgistration~ and operations difficult (slich as unnecessary ddays), ~\~('(' 
J\nna tvl. Han, China \' ComjJany Llill': Practicing C'llpifa/isl11 illll Trallsiriollllll:'('olloJJJY, 5 p·\c. RI\I L. & POL') 
J. 457, 491-92 (1996). Having management with strong local connections can be very helpful in this regard. 
45 See Kathy Chen & Lora Western, Beijing PIIII/s 10 Slart Nt'll' Trading Board: Nation \' 1 <'rsion oj 
NASDAQ Will Help Smlliler Firms: j),[arkd ()\'erl/(/lIl is Critical, ASIM'; WilLi, S I. 1., Mar. 31, 2004, at A I 
(stating that Chinese companies arc '"plagued by shareprice manipulation, lack of transparency, and scandal" 
and therefore "potential investors have stayed away"); Ilcard ill Asia: Bl!ijillg lias Begllll to Sputlight ils 
VIIlllerable Brokerage Firms, AStAN WALL ST, 1., Sept. 22,2004, at M I (discussing the Chinese stock market's 
recent drop to five year lows and citing poor regulation and a lack of transparency). 
46 Sec Leggett, slIpra note 4. 
_ 47 In March 2004 Scmiconductor Manufacturing International Corp. (SMIC) launched a $1.8 billion 
IPO on the NYSE, netting investors Motorola, H&Q Asia Pacific, and Goldman Sachs large returns. ('trip.com 
International Ltd, went public on the Nasdaq December 2003, creating over a lOx return for investor Carlyle 
Asian Ventures. S(!I! Ewing, sllpra note 44. 
48 Sel! Chen & Western, .I'llI'm note 45 (discussing the need 1 .. ,1' such a market as tough listing 
requirements have prevented many smaller, dynamic companies Irom seeking listings), 
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each industry must approve any merger or acquisition.49 A final hope for selling 
an investment is that the arrival of more investors into China will, in and of itself, 
create potential for exits and increase liquidity in the market.50 
C Chinese ClIlture: Creat Profit Motive; Rilles Made to Be Broken 
In China everything is for sale and everything is negotiable. 51 When 
negotiating is part of the culture, people develop the instincts to notice and take 
advantage of opportunities-a good trait for entrepreneurs. 52 However, the major 
risks for outside investors in China are the protection of intellectual property and 
trust. Information disclosure has already proven to be a problem, and no doubt 
will continue to be)} Such problems should not discourage investment, but 
should at least temper valuations. 
49 Moreover. when mergers cross over multiple industries. multiple appmvals nrc needed. Han, 
Sill'/'({ note 44. at 47576. 
50 Dc Ramos. Sill'/'({ note 42. Another long-term oplion may be the creation of an Asian Regional 
Exchange in which China and others participate. S('(' Christopher M. Vaughn, Note, ~elltur(' Capital ill Chil1a: 
f)n'!'/al'illg a Rl'glllalo/T F/'({mell'ork. 16 COLlIM . .I. ASIA'! L. 227, 246 (2002). 
51 There is a Starbucks in the Forbidden Palace in Beijing; obviously money can buy many opportu-
nities in Ihis nation. 
52 In t;Kt, technologically-oriented entrepreneurship in China is thriving. Zhongguancun Science 
Park, Beijing's equivalent of Silicon Valley, in 200n housed close to 5,000 hi-tech companies, over 200 
research and development centers, and China's top three computer makers. See Vaughn, slIpra note 50, at 229 
n.ll. MoreO\u, entrcpreneun,hip in general is becoming a much larger and vital part of the local economy. See 
gelll'mll)' Andrew Browne, fntol'risc: III the Lalld o(Bo/( Cho.l', Spam Hits Ihe Spol; ElllreprOIl!lIr ill Chilw 
Bllilds BlIsilless Calering la I:~rl'alri(/Ie Appeliles, WALl ST . .I., Feb. 8, 2005, at B7 (stating how private 
businesses arc thc fastcst growing part of the Chinese economy). 
53 In commenting about private investment tirm The Carlyle Group's planned $1 billion of invest-
mcnt in China, Carlyle managing director and fonner investment banker from Goldman Sachs X.D. Yang 
statcd: "There is no question [that] when you invest in a Chinese company you need to keep your cyes wide 
open." Carlr/e GrollI', .I'llI'm note 41; see also Peter Wonacott, Bllyer B('1l'i/re: As "l\'estors RIIsh illto Chillil, 
Call1iollllrl' lilies SIa/'l 10 Pile III'; Chillll Liti! Sill'S it:V 1I "Gold Mille" hilI Filils to ,'v/ellli(1/l Prohe hy 
GOl'emlllellt Alldilors; SClIllr/als ilS Siglls of' Pmgr('ss, WAl.L ST . .I., May 17, 2004, at A I (using China Life 
Insurance CO.'s NYSE listing as an cxample, discusses the ditllculties Chinese companies have in grasping 
Westcrn standards of disclosure). 
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Before investment, a very careful examination of the company, its 
balance sheet and income statements, and the reputations of its managers is a 
must. It is also important, if possible, to purchase enough stock to ensure the 
power to sway decision-making, as non-majority shareholders have little ability 
to influence company decisions or obtain information as a company grows. Using 
stock options as an incentive for management to align goals with investors is also 
key.54 
Protection of intellectual property is a more difTicult problem to solve. 
The Chinese traditionally feel that they should only pay for tangible goods, not 
intangible items such as software. 55 The enforcement problem is further compli-
cated by a history of conflicting orders from difTerent government administra-
tions, leading many to get in the habit of ignoring government rulesY' 
Interestingly, technology software is the one industry where China allows 100% 
foreign ownership. Some believe the incentive for China to change its mindset 
and enforce intellectual property laws will come once China becomes an intellec-
tual property exporter.57 
III. TilE REPUBLIC OF CIIINA 
The Republic of China ("Taiwan") was founded 111 part by Chinese 
capitalists who were pushed out of power by socialists during China's Cultural 
54 Carirll' Group, slIpra note 41. 
55 Chilla: Protectillg tl1l' KIlOl\kdgl'-bas('d ECOlloml' alld Illte//cctuai PropcrfI' Rights, HAR\,. ASI~ 
Q .. al htlp://www.fas.harvard.edu/~asiaelr!haq/2()OI02iOI02aOOlcp5.htm (last visited Feb. 23. 2(05) 
[hereinatter Chilla Palll!/]. 
56 Sec Han, supra note 44, at 4H9, An ancient Chinese proverb states: "'The mountain is high; the 
Emperor is far away" ("'Shangao huangdi yuan."). See Fu, slipra note 43, at 527 (arguing that a successful 
venture capital industry in China is only possible if the government is willing to develop and enforce a scI of 
laws uniquely suited to Chinese society). 
57 S(!I! Dc Ramos, supra note 42; .Ice aiso Chilla Pallel, sllpra note 55. 
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Revolution.'iX Taiwan may not have the economic power of China and Japan, and 
may not be as populated (21 million), however, Taiwan is still a major player in 
East Asia. Taiwanese investors can influence the flow of investment and business 
know-how to China and simply having the potential to affect such a major 
economic power makes Taiwan an important subject for study.59 Furthermore, 
Taiwanese businesses arc key players in semiconductor manufacturing, which 
keeps Taiwan strongly integratcd into the global technology-oriented economy.60 
A. Taiwan :\' Intellcctual Property Laws 
1. Patcnt and software protection 
Tai~an's laws are more straightforward and more in tune with current 
trends in Western intellectual property than China's laws. The Taiwanese govern-
ment grants patents lasting twenty years from the date of filing61 in three 
categories: inventions, new utility models, and new designs. 62 Patents cannot 
5R For Taiwanese. their island and surrounding territories are the temporary resting plaee of the true 
government of China. h'en the government-sponsored web site states. "The Republic of China." not Taiwan. 
The People's Republic of China refers to the government in control of Mainland China sinee 1949. The 
Republic of China has never renounced its claim to being the sole legitimate government of all of China. nor 
does it view itself as an independent country. Lawrence L. C. Lee. Illtl'gratioll of Illti'I"/",tiolla/ Fil","cia/ 
Regll/a/on' Stal/(/ards/iJl' the Chilli's(' F;COII(}lIIic Ari'{/: The Chill/ellge /ilr Chillll, HUllg KOllg, "lid T"ill'(l//. 20 
Nil. J. I"r'L L. & Iks. I. 2n.1 (1999). 
59 See gellera/h ill/i-II note 60 (discussing China's rcliance on Taiwan to develop their semicon-
ductor industry). 
60 See Jason Dean. Chillil Sets Strail Chi!, COllrsi'; S(,lIIicOlldllctor S('c/or Groll'S Amid IIl/1I1X or 
Tlli"'''l/es(' LY!,('I'lis(', ASIAN WALL Sl. 1.. Feb. 17.2004. at AI (stating that the semiconductor industry helps 
give rise to more advanced technology-related businesses; Taimll1 makes about a tifth of the world's computer 
memory chips. boasts a growing semiconductor-design industry, and dominates the tilst-growing business of 
producing made-to-order chips; Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Co. is the world's biggest producer of 
custom-made chips). 
61 Laws and Regulations Database of the Republic of China: Patent Law, art. 57. al 
http://Iaw.moj .gov.tw/Eng, F newsiF ncwsContent.asp"msgid=430&msgType=en&keyword=patent 1 law (last 
visited Feb. 23. 20(5) Ihcreinatier Taiwan Patenti. 
62 Id. art. 2. 
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apply to the following matters: research, educational or experimental not-for-
profit pursuits, or where the invention has been in existence or used prior to the 
application. 63 An assignment or licensing of an invention cannot be conditioned 
on tie-ins.64 In addition, an assignment or license of a patcnt with joint owners 
rcquircs the consent of all owners.c,5 
Software is copyrightable as "computcr programs" and can be protected 
for the life of the author plus fifty years. 66 Unlike China, the compulsory 
licensing provisions have been removed from the law. 67 Also, unlikc China, 
Taiwanese law covers "electronic rights management" issues, and bans the distri-
bution of work where electronic rights management has been removed or 
altered.6X Both the Taiwanese copyright and patent laws grant foreign applicants 
these rights unless the terms of a treaty or agreement provide otherwise. 69 For 
Taiwan this is somewhat significant since, as China rcfuses to recognize its 
existence as a separate nation or territory, Taiwan's ability to sign certain treaties 
63 Id. art. 57. Usc prior to the application creates thc same issue as in China a company needs to 
have tilcd the application bctorc using thc patcnted itcm in their busincss. Sel! ill/i'a note 21. 
64 1<1. art. 60. Tic-ins occur whcn a licensor rcquires the licensee to purchasc somcthing thc licensce 
may not want in order to license their product. An example is requiring the purchase of a ~cr\'icc or mainte-
nancc plan in order to licensc a certain machine. See Xl!lIl!ralll' . .lohn T. Soma et al. . . llllilmsi ['iI/ails ill 
UCl!lIsillX. ill 414 PKAl"ttCtNCi L. INSr.: PM., COI'YRI(iIiTS. TRADH1ARhS. A\lll LITERARY PROP. COliRSF 
HANDBOOK SERIES 4g9, 513 (1995). 
65 Taiwan Patcnt, sllpra note 61, art. 61. 
66 Laws and Regulations Database of the Republic of China: Copyright Act. arts. 2, 30, al 
http://law.moj .gov.tw /Eng/F ncws/ F ncwsContcnt. asp 'imsgid=4 27 &msg Typc=cn & keyword=copyri gh t (I ast 
visitcd Fcb. 23, 2(05) I hereinatler Taiwan Copyright]. 
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IS hindered.?o For example, as a result of China's stance the United States is 
currently having difficulty updating its bilateral agreements with TaiwanJI 
2. Damages and el!!orcement (~l intellectual property violations 
Taiwan's penalties for intellectual property violations are stiff; a person 
who reproduces another's intellectual property with the intent to profit can be 
jailed for up to five years and ordered to pay severe finesJ2 Distributing an 
original work or a copy without the owner's consent is punishable by up to three 
years imprisonment and/or a fine.?1 The penalties for patent violations are slightly 
less stringent,74 although fines do exist for selling, exhibiting, or importing an 
article with knowledge that it was manufactured without the patent holder's 
70 Si!i! gi!l1i!rall]' HI! AllRALS.()R(;, US TAIWAN, http://www.bilaterals.org/rubrique.php3?idJubrique 
=64 (last visited Mar. 3, 2(05) (discussing how the United States is reluctant to sign a free trade agreement with 
Taiwan given Taiwan's current political standing vis-,i-vis China). 
71 !d. Nevcrtheless, Taiwan currently has the following agreements with the United States: 
Agreement on Copyright Protection between Coordinating Counsel for North American Affairs and American 
Institute in Taiwan (199:1) and Memorandum of Understanding on Priority Right for Trademark and Patent 
between Taipei Representative Ollice in the U.S. and American Institute in Taiwan (199(,). 
72 Fines can range from NT:5200,OOO (New Taiwan Dollars) to NTS2 million (the equivalent of 
$6,200 to $62,000 at the rate of NT$I = U.S. 3 cents). Reproduction onto an optical disk carries a potentially 
higher tine of up to NT$ 5 million (about $155,(00). Reproduction without the intent to protit carries a penalty 
of up to three years of imprisonment and a line up to NTS750,OOO (which includes a requirement that the 
number of copies reproduced exceeds live). Taiwan Copyright, slIl'ra note 66, arts. 91, 91-1. 
73 The line is up to NTS750,OOO (about $23,250). Where the inlringing copy is an optical disk, 
potential imprisonment time is the same (three years), but the potential tine is increased to NT$I ,500,()OO. A 
person who. wilhout intcnt 10 profil, infringes on the cconomic property rights of another person by distributing 
thc original of a work or a copy thercofor by publicly displaying or possessing it with intent to distribute, where 
the number distributed cxceeds tive, or where thc total amount of infringcmcnt calculated by the market value 
of lawful copies of the work at the time of seizurc excceds NT$30,OOO, may be imprisoned for up to two years 
or ordered to pay a tine up to NT$500,OOO. It!. Punishmcnt is reduced if the otlcnder confesses the sourcc of 
the goods and the confession helps tind the goods. It!. art. 91-1. 
74 Thc penalties for manufacturing an article covered by utility and new design patent without the 
patent holder's consent can lead to lip to two years in jail and fines up to NT$150,OOO. Taiwan Patent, supra 
note 61. art. 125 ~26. Invention patent violations have been deleted. See it!. arts. 123 -24, 127. 
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consent.75 As with any intellectual property law, however, enforcement IS what 
matters, and enforcement in Taiwan is lacking.76 For years Taiwan has tried to 
clean up its intellectual property piracy issues, but changes in the laws have done 
little. In fact, Taiwan is currently on the U.S. "Priority Watch List" because of its 
poor intellectual property protections. 77 
75 The maximum fix such crimes is up to six months in jail andlor up to a NT$30,O()O line. 1<1. arts. 
76 The cultural impediments evident in the surrounding nations arc evident with Taiwan. Taiwan is 
pro-democracy and pro-capitalist and, due to its political situation, is in need of foreign acceptance and tllreign 
business partners. Yet Taiwan is still unable to avoid criticism Irom the U.S. Illr its lack of software piracy 
enlllrcement. Taiwan's patent litigation procedure also has problems. Rhodes, ill/ra note 77 (discussing how 
Taiwan lacks discovery procedures fix private plaintitfs, making a substantial number of process patents 
unenforceable; chemical and pharmaceutical industries arc dependant 011 process patcnts for protection of their 
R&D ctTtlrb). 
77 The United States Trade Representative (USTR) created a "Priority Watch List" and "Watch List" 
under Special 30 I provisions. Placement of a trading partner on the Priority Watch List or Watch List indicates 
that particular problems exist in that country with respect to intellectual property rights ("IPR") protection. 
enll)Ccement or market access lor persons relying on intellectual property. Countries placed on the Priority 
Watch List arc the Illcus of increased bilateral attention concerning the problem areas. SI!t' Warner Rose, Tilt' 
u.s. Special 301 Process, http://usinlt.l.state.gov/products/pubs/intelprp/30I.htm (last visited Mar. 3, 20(5). 
Countries arc placed into one of four categories: ( I ) Priority Foreign Country; (2) Priority Watch List; (3) Watch 
List; or (4) Section 306 monitoring. Priority Foreign Countries that lail to enter into good laith negotiations or 
make signilicant progress in bilateral or multilateral negotiations to provide adequate and clkctive protection 
of IPR may be subject to sanctions. Currently. one country (Ukraine) is designated in this category and subject 
to S75 million in sanctions. Countries that were previously designated a Priority Foreign Country but entered 
into good-faith negotiations and/or are making progress arc placed under Section 306 monitoring; currently, 
China and Paraguay lall into this category. SI!I! OFfiCE 01 IIIE U'JITED SIAII:S TRADE REPRFSt'J IAlIH, U.S. 
EI.EVATFS KOREA TO PRIORI ry WATCH LIS I g.\sED ON CONriNlil·.Il CONCERr\S RI'(;~lmIN(; FIl.M ~r\ll MLISIC 
PIRACY (2004), http://www.ustr.gov/Oocumcnt Library/Press Releascs/2004i.1anuary/U .S. Elevates Korea to 
Priority Watch List Based on Continued Concerns Regarding Film Music Piracy.html (iast visited Mar. 
3.20(5) [hereinafter KOREA ON PRIORITY WAlCH L.ISTj. 
"Spccial 301" is the part of U.S. trade law that requires the USTR to idcntify countries that deny 
adequate protection It.)r IPR or that deny lair and cquitable market access for U.S. persons who rely on IPR. 
Undcr Special 301. countries that have the most egregious acts, policies. or practices, or whose acts, policies, 
or practices have the greatest adverse impact (actual or potential) 011 relevant U.S. prodllct~ <lnd arc not engaged 
in good faith negotiations to addre" these problems. must be identified as "priority foreign countries." If so 
identilied. the country could lace bilateral U.S. trade sanctions if changes arc not made that address U.S. 
concerns. The U.S. government is also making increased use of the World Trade Organization (WTO) dispute 
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B. Exit Opportunities: Open to Foreign Investment, High Liquidity 
Taiwan has both a traditional stock market (TSE) and a market organized 
for smaller, growth-oriented companies (OTCTC).7R Individuals represent the 
majority of stock purchasers in Taiwan, and Taiwanese stocks have very high 
tUll10ver ratiosJ9 Thus, the potential for liquidity is high. Taiwan also recently 
relaxed its foreign investment controls, now allowing full ownership by 
foreigners.X(I The major risks for investments in Taiwan, then, include the lack of 
efficient market oversightX' and, due to the political uncertainty between Taiwan 
and China, the constant potential that investments in Chinese companies and 
markets may need to be quickly withdrawn. xl 
settlement systcm t()r IPR disputcs with countries that are WTO members. South Korea and Taiwan arc 
members of the WTO. 
Other countries currently on Ihe list include Argentina. the Bahamas, Brazil, Egypt, EU, India, 
Indonesia. Korea, Kuwait, Lebanon, Pakistan, the Philippines, Russia, Taiwan, and Turkey. Scc OFFICE or THE 
U'-;Inll SlAlcS TR.\IJE RFPRI'SF!';TAIIVF, SPlelAI 301 RFPORT FINllS CONIINlIFIJ PRO(;RI-SS IWI" SI(;NIFlcA!';r 
IMPROHV1FNTS NFFJ)Ul (2004), hllp:/!www.ustr.gov/Document Library/Press Releases/2004/May/Special 
_30 I .. Report Finds. Continued Progress But _ Signiticant .Improvemcnts .Needed.html (last visited Mar. 3, 
2005); see also gellcrallr Glenn W. Rhodes (partner, Howrey, Simon, Arnold, & White), III Toimlll alld Korea. 
Palelll La1l"s Begill 10 Progress: Bolh Naliolls Hm·e Remll/pcd Their S\'slellls. Bill Ihe u.s. SliII Crilici:.cs 
Ellforcell/CIII Proccss, {II http://www.howrey.comipractices/iplindex.cfin?contentlD=274 (last visited Mar. 3, 
20(5) (detailing changes in the intellectual property laws and dispute processes of Taiwan and South Korea, as 
well as the continued ent(Jrcement problems), /"(,/irillled ill NAT'I L. 1.. Sept. 18,2000. 
n Lawrence S. Liu, 1.()1I' alld Polilic()/ 1:'C'!!IOIl/l" of Capifil/ .'v/()rkcl Regll/()Iioll ill Ihe Repllhlic of 
Chilla Oil Tili1l"l!ll, 18 LA\\' & Pm:, IN 1'1. BlIS. 813,827 (1997). 
79 Id. 
80 This law remains subject to the controlling government agency's emergency powers. !d. 
81 lee, .I'llI'm note 58, at 28. The Taiwanese eivil law systel11 l11akes financial disputes ditlieult to 
litigate, as several layers of agency approvals arc necessary before seeking judicial rcview. Moreover, judges 
are not professionally or institutionally equipped to deal with tinaneial issues. Liu, sllpra note n, at 849-50. 
82 This despite that China still represents over 15°:" of Taiwanese investl11cnts. SI!I! gellaa/h' id. at 
822,825; Tili\\Wl Flllld Cracks DOlI'!1 Oil h'ar/)" III\'eslllll!lIls ill Chillil: Pmc/mee Is Tillt! 101'1111 OUI o/Microchip 
PlaHI, ASIA'! W.VU. S r. J., Apr. 19,2002, at A4. 
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C. Taiwanese Culture: Western Capitalistic Vh/ues 
China still thinks of Taiwan as part of its country and the Chinese do not 
believe Taiwan should ever be considered or recognized as a separate entity.H3 
However, Taiwan's approach to the business world clearly is different than 
China's. Taiwan can be viewed as the other end of the spectrum in Chinese 
govemmental theory, with democracy and capitalism as core beliefs. In fact, 
China over time may gravitate towards this philosophy as they move away from 
pure socialism and towards market socialism. With their capitalistic history and 
democratic ideals, the Taiwanese are the most similar of the cultures discussed in 
this paper to the United States, and share many of the same business values and 
perspectives as Americans. Taiwan is the smallest market of those discussed in 
this article, but working with them to do business in other Asian countries would 
probably be beneficial. The Taiwanese capitalistic mindset and understanding of 
the cultures around them would be an asset for most Asian-focused ventures, 
even though Taiwan's tenuous relationship with China may make them tricky to 
align with on certain deals. H4 
IV. TilE EMPIRE OF JAPAN 
While not recently ranking as a major area in Asia for venture investment 
(six other Asian nations ranked higher than Japan, including, China, Taiwan, and 
83 S(!{'. {'.g., slIpm notes 5H, 70. 
84 For a different perspective, see Liu, .I'llI'm note 78. at X45 (stating that Taiwan's emphasis on the 
personal relationships and family controlled aspects of business may make transactions among strangers more 
costly; also the Confhcian ncgative view of merchants requircs support for financial regulation Irom intcllcc-
tuals and academics). 
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South Korea),XS Japan is still one of the largest economies in the world, as well 
as one of the world's most successful creators and developers oftechnologyY) As 
such, Japan will rcmain a major playcr in thc ficld for thc foreseeable future, and 
its laws and culture are worthy of close analysis. 
A. Japan :\' Intellectual Property Laws 
1. Patent and software protection 
The patent laws of Japan and the United Statcs are similar in requiring 
utility, novelty, and non-obviousness, but differ in many other important 
procedural respects.X7 Most obvious is the first-to-file rule, which applies in 
Japan but is not incorporated into U.S. law. xx In addition, Japan has a deferred 
examination period for patents. Under this rule, a patent application is examined 
only after a request for examination is filed. The request, however, must be filed 
within three years of the application filing date.x'! A deferred examination 
procedure may benefit smaller businesses who can save their money and wait to 
see if competitors are using the invention before spending more money 
prosecuting a patent on it.'!o These procedural differences may also provide some 
85 In a survey conducted May 2003. fund managers in Asia ranked their interest in Asian markets 
as t()llows: China (97%) interested). Hong Kong (51°,{,), South Korea (45'Yo), Taiwan (39%), t()lIowcd by India. 
Singapore, and Japan. 5(!1! Dc Ramos . .I'llI'm note 42, at MS. However, in July 2002 Japan and South Korea 
were reported as having received the bulk of Venture Capital funds t()r the region. 51!(' iii. 
86 5(!(: gell(!/'(//lr ill/i'(/ note 127. 
R7 PORI' & MlAut-:t-:. SlIlJm note 13. at 735. 
Rg !d. 
89 Japan Pa 1('11 I Office (jllick Gllide: Procedllres /iJr O"laining a P"lml Righi, a\'(/ila"le al 
http://\\\\w,jpo.go,jp/quick eiindextokkyo.htm (last \'isited April 1.20(5). This was recently changed from 
seven years. PORT & Ml'Aut-:t-:, SIII'/'{/ note 13, at 736. 
90 Ill. 
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explanation of why twice as many patent applications in are filed Japan as in the 
United States, but only half as many patents are granted.'!' 
Japanese patent law seems to be narrower in scope than the United States 
equivalent when it comes to the patentability of software. In Japan, software is 
patentable only if the applicant can show that it, like any other invention in Japan, 
is "applicable to industry."'!2 The law covers the works of the Japanese (including 
companies with their principal offices in Japan), works first published in Japan,93 
and works granted protection under an intemational treaty obligation.94 A 1985 
amendment to Japan's Copyright Law added "program works" to Japan's list of 
protected works. 95 Unlike other nations, Japan specifics that copies for private 
use are not considered infringement unless they utilize technological circumven-
91 The procedural dilTcrenees may provide some explanation for these ligures, although other 
reasons, such as Japanese business strategies, may explain this data. Japanese companies believe that the more 
patents a company has, the beller otT it will be in carving up market share and t(mnulating cross-licenses to 
obtain needed inventions. Therefore, they tile many applications. SI'I' id. at 741. 
92 See iii. at 740 (citillg Jack M. Haynes, COlllp"ll'r So/ill'ore: /111!!'I<:clllll/ Propl'rl)' Pmll'clioll ill 1111: 
Ullited S/oll's 1I11I/JOpIIII, 13 J. MARSHAll .J. CO~ll'lll R & I~l O. L. 245, 2(,1 (19lJ5 I). The broader U.s. law 
states: "Whoever invents or discovers any new and u~cful process, machine, manufacture, or composition of 
maller, or any new and uscti.Ii improvement therefore, may obtain a patent thereof, subject to thc conditions and 
requirements of this title." 35 U.s.c. ~ 101 (2002). 
93 These include those tirst published outside Japan and published in .Japan within thirty days oflhe 
lirst publication. Copyright Rcsearch and Information Center, Copyright Law of .Japan, art. 6, 0/ 
hllp:llwww.cric.or.jp/cric c/clj/clj.html (last visited Mar. 3, 20(5) I hercinatlcr .Japan Copyright]. 
94 Iii. art. 6. Ifan international treaty provides othcrwisc with respeclto the rights of authors and the 
rights neighboring thereon, the provisions thereof shall prevail. Iii. arl. 5. 
95 Japan Copyright, SIIP/"{/ note 93, art. 10; POR r & McAl.lNN, SIIP/"{/ note 13, at 674. The law dclines 
a "program" as "an expression of combined instructions given to a computer as to make it function and obtain 
a certain result." Japan Copyright, slIpra notc 93, art. 2 (xhis). For a definition of technological protection 
measures, SCI' iel. art. 2(xx). Program works can be registered, although many Japanese scholars feci it is too 
carly to tcll if the Program Registration Law is of practical importance to the sotiware industry. Iii. art. 76his; 
PORr & Ml"ALl~N, slIpra note 13, at 675. 
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tion of protective measures.% Japan also uses compulsory licenses for patents and 
copyrights, but in a fashion that is still relatively more protective of the patent 
holder's rights than in a nation like China.97 Japanese copyright law protects 
software for fifty years if the author is a legal person (e.g. a corporation) and for 
fifty years following the death of the author if he or she is a natural person.9X 
Japanese software protections are not as strong as in the United States. 
Japanese law lacks protection of interfaces, has an unclear legal distinction 
between lawful upgrading and prohibited adaptations, and creates difficulty in 
distinguishing between "the idea" and "the expression" for new computer 
programs (i.e. when it is legal to create new programs based on the idea of an old 
program).,)9 Moreover, Japanese court decisions in these areas are lacking or 
ambiguous. 100 
96 Japan Copyright. slIpra note 93, art. 30. Other possibly relevant exceptions arc for school and 
educational related uses. S<,<, g<'/I<'mlh' id. arts. 30 50. 
97 Compulsory patent licenses may be granted after three or more consecutive years if the patent is 
unused. if deemed necessary to public interest. or if the patent is needed for another patent to work and its owner 
is uncooperative. S('(! Edward Fitzpatrick & Heidi C. Chen. /.icellsillg ill ,/sia. 454 PRA<TltlM; L. 1'151.: PAT .. 
COI'YRI(;HTS, TRADFMARKS. A'ill lilERARY PROP. COlIRSE HA'IDBOOK SFRlcS 381, 38il (1996). {/mi/ah/e af WL 
454 PILIPAT 381. Compulsory licenses apply to copyrighted works only where no owner of the copyright can 
be found. Japan Copyright. slIl,ra note 93. arts. 67 70. This may be explained by the purpose of Japan's 
copyright law. which is to have "regard to a just and tllir exploitation of these cultural products. and thereby to 
contribute to the development of culture." Id. art. I. 
98 These rights include the right to copy. play. broadcast. translate. modify. or adapt a copyrightcd 
work. Moral rights arc granted. although exceptions are made t()f modifications necessary to usc the program 
in a particular computer or to usc it effcctively. PORI & Ml"I\uNN, .I'llI'm note 13, at 674. The distinction 
between natural and legal persons was necessary because computer programs made for an employer may not 
bc made public under the name of thc cmployer. Iii. 
99 Iii. at 675. On a sidc note. a similar problem with distinguishing "the idea" and "thc expression" 
exists in the United Statcs. 
100 Sec gClleralh' id. at 670 76. 
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2. Difficulty oj"litigatiol1 
Certain aspects of Japanese law and culture are relevant to intellectual 
property agreements. First, intellectual property law violations are much less of 
a problem in Japan than in other Asian countries. lol Second, Japanese law makes 
it very difficult to cancel any business agreement (whether IP related or not). For 
example, even though a licensing contract may list reasons the licensor can 
tenninate an agreement, the licensor may still not legally be able to do so. 
Japanese law takes into consideration, among other things, the length of the 
agreement and the reliance of the other party for its business. 1m This is consistent 
with Japan's cultural priority of promoting societal harmony and consistency (a 
concept gathered into the single Japanese word "W([ "). 
Third, it is well documented that Japan is not a litigation-minded 
culture. I03 Still, Japan's rule based legal system is beginning to integrate common 
law. 104 While rules will generally dictate decisions, litigation and case law now, 
more than in the past, can play a significant role in resolving disputes. lOS 
101 Two reasons may account for this: the Buddhist/Shinto cuhure and the ~i/c of the computer 
sotlware market. It was the author's experience that you could leave a bike unlocked on the street in the middle 
of Tokyo and. assuming no laws were violated, it would still be there when you came back. Simply put, people 
do not steal. Moreover, the total value of the computer software market in Japan is estimated to be over $40 
billion. Thus. the highly successtul Japanese software and gaming corporations arc motivated to push the 
govemment to enforce IP rights. On the other hand, the increased demand and high consumer prices in Japan, 
in theory, encourages unauthorized copying. S~c gCllerall1' id. at 669; scc aiso Fitzpatrick & Chen, supra note 
97, at 3X7. 
102 Sec PORI & MeA LINN, supra note 13, at 4M X9. 
103 Sec gCllerallr id. at 385-424. 
104 Sec id. at 66. 
105 SCI' g('l/erallr C('I/elcciz WillS PalclIl IJccisioll ill japwlcsc Casc, ASIA'J W.\l.I SI. J., Oct. 30, 
1991, at 3 (discussing (icnetcch's precedent selling victory in .Japan's tirst major biotechnology patent casc); 
SCI! gl!lu!mllr illli-a note 127 (Blue LED case). 
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However, when litigation docs occur, cases can take years, and the discovery 
rules do not permit evidentiary discovery. 106 This makes a well-drafted arbitration 
clause necessary for all agreements. I07 
B. Lall's and Practice Un!avorahle to Innovation-Oriented Venture Capital 
Most, if not all, of the standard agreements in U.S. venture financing 
deals can be utilized by investors in Japan either through law or eontraet. IOR 
However, certain laws and common practice limit the potential for these invest-
ments to foster the development of new and risky ideas through start-up entities. 
Venture capital investments in Japan usually occur in the form of loans and 
usually come from banks (while in the United States venture funds use their 
capital to purchase equity in their investment companies). 10<) In fact, because of 
Japan's Anti-Monopoly Act, which prohibits the formation of holding companies, 
morc than half of Japan's venture capital firms operate as subsidiaries of banks, 
securities firms, or insurance companies. llo Loans for start-up companies create 
two problems: first, money is being spent by the company to repay loans and not 
on the business; second, loans limit investor upside to interest (equity has no 
upside cap). Not surprisingly, most venture investments in Japan go to safer, 
intennediate-stage companies that support the parent corporation's interests and, 
IOC, SCI! PORI & MU\I.I'JN. slIl'ra note 13. at 7J7. 
107 If the arbitration must take place in Tokyo (which is best to be avoided fi.)f foreigners. mostly 
because of the expense of staying in Tokyo f()r the hearing), be sure to state in the agreement that the arbitra-
tion will take place in English. 
lOX SeC! gel/eralh' Kenneth J. Lebrun. i'vlakil/g a Pri\'{/IC! Eqllilrll (>1/1111'1' Capilal I!II'eslll1el/l ill Japal/: 
Ill1plell1C!lIlillg T(!(-/lIIiqllC!s COII/II/ol/i)' UsC!d ill U.S. Tral/sactiol/s, 23 U. PA. J. INT'L EUJN. L. 213 (2002). 
109 Sec MilhaupL slIpra note I, at R7R. 
110 A holding company is a parent company that holds ownership in many other companies. S{,I! 
Milhaupt, .1'111'1'11 note I, at R66, X77. The Anti-Monopoly Act was created to put an end to several major families 
running all the husinesses in Japan. Mitsuhishi, for example, was one of those families. S{,C! illlra note 114. 
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as a result, are not used solely to fund innovation. I II Japan's laws also discourage 
the use of stock options. 112 Stock options are a critical tool that start-ups usc to 
increase the financial upside for employees and management who leave stable 
jobs to work for an unknown entity. 
C. Exit Opportunities: Merger Activity Light; Long Length of Time to Initial 
Pllblic Offerings 
The typical exits through initial public otTerings ("IPO") or mergers and 
acquisitions are not very good options for technology oriented Japanese ventures. 
Mergers and acquisitions are simply not popular liquidity vehicles in Japan, as 
the total dollar amount of acquisitions in Japan is about one tenth the amount in 
the United States (and one-third of that amount is for acquisitions of foreign 
compal1les by Japanese companies).113 This could be because many Japanese 
companies are already invested in young companies from their inception through 
cross-shareholding and do not need to acquire them. After all, while Japan did 
enact the Anti-Monopoly Act to discourage business conglomerates, such 
practices were never truly eradicated. I 14 
III See ge//('/"II/h' Milhaupt. slIpra note I. at 878 79. 
112 Sce hi. at 889 (discussing how Japanese law makes the issuance of stock options so cumbersomc 
it is "'practically unworkablc··). Another factor working against creating a start-up company in Japan: incorpo-
ration co,b arc very expensive. The minimum paid-in capital requirement fix a Kabushiki Kaisha ("K.K."). 
the most respected business form in Japan, is I 00 million yen (roughly $100,0(0). See PORT & M( Al.I!'o;~, 
supra note 13, at493. By comparison. a Delaware corporation in the United States (the most utili/cd State for 
incorporation) has negligible paid-in capital requirements. 
113 Eric C. Sibbill, Lilli', 1~ll/llre Clipilil/, oJ/(1 ElllreprelleurisllI ill Japilil. A Microe(,(}llolllic 
Pl'r,ljJl'clil'l' Oil Ihe III/poc! o/LII\\' Oil Ihe Gem'ralioll OI/(l Fillallcillg 0/1('111111'1' BIIsilless, 13 Co'!'!. J. l!'i r'l. L. 
61,69 (1998). 
114 The Anti-Monopoly Act was enacted to break up thc ;:aihlllslI (Japan's pre WWll 
family/corporate cartels), The keirl'lsu (business conglomerates) took their place and have achieved similar 
economic power. See PORT & McAl.INN, sllpra note 13, at 764. For a discu"io\\ of Japan's Anti-Monopoly 
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For IPOs, the time to reaeh a public offering from incorporation is very 
long. The average time from corporate formation to IPO in the United States is 
four to seven years; in Japan it is over twenty years. I IS For companies with 
emerging technology, this time table is simply not feasible. This delay has been 
caused by two factors: a previously imposed queue of listings to maintain market 
stability, and strict profit and assets requirements for Iisting. 116 These require-
ments were aimed at promoting confidence in the markets by only allowing the 
healthiest companies to go public; however, the effect has been essentially to 
prevent future-oriented firms with longer-term profit potential from listing on 
Japan's most utilized exchange. 117 
To 'aid future-oriented companies, Japan created a second over-the-
counter market called the Frontier Market. I IX Money-losing firms can be listed on 
the Frontier Market if they meet certain requirements, but they must adhere to 
stricter disclosure standards. I 19 Still, because Japanese institutional investors are 
risk-adverse, they have in the past avoided large investments in emerging 
technology offerings. 120 
115 Sibbitt. slipra note 113. at 63. 
I J() Id. at 67 68. Japan had required $100 million in net assets and over $3 million in operating 
protltS. Id. As an example. the NASDAQ Sl11allCap Markel requires for initial listings. $5 million in 
stockholdcrs' equity or $750.000 in net incol11c in two of the last three years. S('(' NASDAQ, LISTINCi 
ST·\t-:DARIlS A~D FH.S 5-6 (2005), available III http://www.nasdaq.eol11/aboutlnasdaq listingrcq fees.pdf (last 
visited Mar. 3, 20(5). 
117 Sibbitt, slipra notc 113, at 67-68. 
118 The "Frontier Market" was created in 1996. Id. 
119 They need to have over titly shareholders and to have invested 3% of their sales revenues in 
research and developl11ent in the year prior to listing. !d. (cilillg Nicholas E. Benes, Win' fell/llr(' Capiwl 
11I\'('slll/('1I1 ill japm/ 11)11 Groll', ASIA\! YFNTLIRE. CAP . .I .. July 1996). 
120 S('(' g(,lI('ralh' id. at 84. 
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D. Japan: Not a ClIlture of Risk Takers 
Fertile ground for technology entrepreneurs would reqUire proper 
educational facilities, investmcnt capital, and an entreprcneurial mindset. Japan 
possesses the first two, but Japanese culture does not fully support an entrepre-
neurial mindset. 121 The Japanese make decisions through group approval and try 
to limit risk in business ventures and investments. 122 The Japanese will also 
usually shy away from being ditlerent. In America the concept of being "an 
individual" and gaining personal achievement is part of the culture, supported by 
television shows, books, and movies. The Japanese are more group-oriented. 
Their culture supports the idea of dependably assuming your role, blending into 
the group, and maintaining harmony. 123 This helps explain their corporate culture 
and mentality as well. 124 In Japan, rules, stmeture, and hierarchy are meant to be 
121 Thc tcchnology training of thc Japancsc is possibly supcrior to that of the United States. S"" iii. 
at X I Xl (citing supcrior grounding in cducational fundamentals and high math and science achic\ cmcnt scnrcs 
of Japanese students: but noting a lack of creativity in teaching duc to emphasis on standardized test scorcs). 
122 SO! gl!lU!ralll' Sachiko Hirao, Nalllrali::('(/ EIII,.('p,.('II('II,. .flllllp.l· ('olls(',.mlil·(' Ohslac/I!S, JAPAN 
TIMES ONLINE, May 5, 2002, al http://www.japantimes.co.jp/cgi-bin/getarticlc.plS.·nn20020505a4.htm (last 
visited Mar. 17, 2(05) (discussing a Chinese born naturalized Japanese entrepreneur's ditliculties in 
overcoming the "innate conservativeness of Japanese companies" in trying to get them to leave their past 
suppliers to use his company, or his troubles in trying to recruit people because he cannot otfer the same security 
and stability as larger companies; he states: "I have no worries about money, market demand, or technology . 
. . lbJut it is difticult to recruit pcoplc"). 
123 Yuri Kageyama, C/ulIIgillg The H",./" 011(' BI'11! .11 ,./ Tillll!: 11I11!rI1('1 SI",. Sp,.ea"s The Bluggillg 
GOSP!!/, JAPAN Tt~IES ONLINE, June 3, 20()4, al http://www.japantimcs.co.jpicgi-
bin/gctarticlc.pl5"nn2()040603aX.htm (last visited Mar. 17.2(05) (discussing how, in a society that cmphasizes 
contormity and harmony, blogging makes it easicr t()r people to express their opinion and debate). The 
entrepreneur who is the subject of this article Joichi Ito spent his childhood in Canada and the United States 
and attended international schools in Japan. I". The Japanese also have a proverb: "the nail that sticks up gets 
hammered down" (dcru kui ga uttareru). Sibbitt, supra note 11.1, al X I. 
124 Concepts such as "lifetime employment" in major Japanese companies and a disdain t(lr layoffs 
arc examples of how the government, business leaders, and the work t()rce cooperate to maintain social stability. 
Promotion and pay raises based on seniority and an ability to work in a group (rather than t(Jr individual 
achievement) arc further examples of this mentality. SI!(, gl!lIl!ral/l' PORI & MeAl INN, supra note 13, 
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followed and assuming and accepting a life that includes the daily risk of an 
entrepreneurial venture may not come easily. J2) However, over the past twenty 
years, Japan has proven to be very successful in developing technology and in 
developing new ideas; 126 hence, their deference to group interests and careful and 
conservative decision making is not necessarily incompatible with successful 
entrepreneurism. l27 
p.S43-S45.554 5SR (disclIssing how a willingncss by Japancse employees to changc companies is seen as a 
"sign of instability"' and dcnotes an "underlying lack oftrustworthincss," as opposed to cmployccs in the West. 
where job hopping is commonly secn as a "Illethod of resullle building and skills acquisition"). 
125 S('(', cg., slIl'ra note 122. On the other hand, the lack of entrepreneurial activity may simply be 
a decision based on economics. as the Japanese cntrepreneur can expect to have, on average, lower and slower 
returns, higher costs of tililure. and a lowcr likelihood of sllccess. S('(' Sibbitt, .I'llI'm nole 113, at 83. Japanese 
reputation f()r risk advcrsity is also noticeable in their investmcnt dccisions. They kcep a much larger amollnt 
of capital in bank deposits than Americans and arc the biggest purchasers of U.S. Treasuries. !d. at 84. 
126 1d. at81 82 (citing Honda, Kyoceru, Matsushita, and Sony and the crcation of products such as 
instant Ramcn noodles, the Walkman, Donkey Kong, Karaoke, Nintelldo, and the disposable camera). In the 
late 19905 Japan also began to focus on increasing univcrsity devclopmcnt of venture busincsscs. See gell('f'aIll' 
id. at 84. The Kansai region of Japan (Osaka, Kyoto) has also developcd a reputation for creating entreprcneurs, 
including the founder ofCybird, a revolutionary m-commcree (mobile-to-mobile) business. Sce Alex Stcwart, 
Whl' do Cl'hirds Suddcllit' ,.11'1'('(1/') Thc Migralioll Palh of a l'v/ohill' IlIli!mel Com/Will', JAPAN-I'Ic., August 
200], amilahle al http://www.japaninc.nctiprint.php''articlcID=1158 (last visitcd Mar. 16, 20(5). Morc 
recently, Japan has takcn the lead in Smart Transport Systems fl.)r automobilcs, which nps computcrized data 
to cars so they can aujust to changing traftic patterns. Sec Yuri Kagcyama, Smart Transport .~\'st(!I11S Catch oil 
ill Japall, Tm BOSTON GLOIlF, Dec. 29, 2004, {/I'ailahle al http://www.boston.eom/business/ technology/ 
articlcs/2004112129/japan slow to catch on to smart transport! (last visited Mar. 3. 20(5). The author was 
personally impressed with the ubiqutious hcatcd toilct scats and bathtubs that automatically tilled up and 
maintained a digitally set temperature. 
127 On the othcr hand, a patent disputc tilcd in 2001 over the invention of the DVD blue light-
cmitting diode (LED) technology (which allowed f(Jr DVD recording and is utilized on mobile phone scrcens) 
highlights llHllly of the i~~ll('S di:-'CliSSCU in this paper and rc\,cais htHV' top researchers and developers can 
become trustrated with the inability of Japanese companies to reward individual achievement. In 2004, the 
Tokyo District Court granted thc inventor of the technology halfofthc patent royalties Ihat his cmployer, Nichia 
Corporation, carned from the in\·cntion. Sl'e ('realm' 0/ Blili' L1iD HillS 211 Billioll Ym /'alelll Pa.!'ol/I: Nichia 
flad Ear/ia Amm/ed !lim lIilh 20,01111 )ell, JAPAN TIV1ES O~d.I'IE, .Ian. 31, 2004, 
http://www.japantimes.co.jp/cgi-bin/makcprty.pl5.·nn2004013Ial.htm (last visited Mar. 30, 20(5) (discussing 
how Shuji Nakamura. now a professor at the University of California at Santa Barbara, developed the 
technology in 1993 despite the company's orders to cease his work bccause they viewed it as "an impossiblc 
feat;" if he had not won the case Nakamura said he "would have told his fellow researchcrs to travel to the 
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V. TilE REPUBLIC OF KOREA 
The Republic of Korea ("South Korea") provides a mIX of Western 
business ideas and Eastern culture. Its situation is further flavored by the natural 
rivalry created between the two cultures that surround it geographically-China 
and Japan. South Korea's government supported focus on developing the 
technology industry and its incredibly high population density also creates a 
strong market for testing technological advances. 11K 
A. South Korea s Intellectual Proper(}' Laws 
1. Patents 
The purpose of South Korea's Patent Act is to encourage, protect, and 
utilize inventions, thereby improving and developing technology and 
contributing to the development of industry.11,! South Korea allows for patents on 
an invention so long as it is a highly advanced creation of any technical idea 
applying any law of nature, or an invention capable of industrial' application 
which is not publicly known. 13o South Korea follows the first-to-file rule, and 
patents are effective from issuance until the twentieth anniversary of the filing 
United States"). Nichia Corporation appealed the ruling, and Professor Nakamura and Nichia Corporation 
eventually reached a court-mediated settlement for the equivalent of about $~ million. See Bille Lt'D IIl\'elltor 







2005, http://wwwjapantimes.eojp/cgi-bin/makeprfy.pIS.?nnlOOSOlllal.htm (last visited Mar. 30, 200S) • 
(stating that this case "symbolize[d) the struggle of individual workers againsl companies over intellectual 
property rights in a nation where sci ness corporate devotion has long been the rule" and how Nakamura was 
"totally dissatistied" with Ihc deal, but accepted it because his lawyer believed that "a long legal dispute would 
be a burden"; the settlement tigures were based on a cap set by Ihe Tokyo High Court out of concern for Nichia's 
"tinancial health"). 
128 See generalll' Bernard Pointeau, Rethinking Korea: FilII .Si)eed Ahelld, ASIAN WAI I. S I. J., Nov. ~ 
13. 2000, at 6. 
129 South Korell Patent Act (2001) Acl No. 6SX2. Dec. 31, 200 I, art. I. lrons/alioll (II hup::/ww \\. 
111oleg.go.kr (last visited Fcb. 17, 20()S) Ihercinatter SK Patcnt Law]. 
130 SK Patcnt Law, sllpm note 129, art. 26, 
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date.!3! The patentee has an exclusive right to embody the patented invention and 
can give another person an exclusive or ordinary license to embody the patented 
invention.!32 Foreigners are allowed to file patents in South Korea by treaty or if 
their country grants South Koreans similar rights. m Moreover, patent rights 
granted by treaty are given priority over national law.!34 
If an employee obtains a patent for an invention which can be attributed 
to that employee's work for his or her employer, the employer by law is automat-
ically given a non-exclusive license on the patent. i35 If an invention is made by 
an employee in connection with his duties, the patent belongs to the employer. 
2. Soji\\'arc 
South Korea provides for the copyright protection of computer programs 
under their Computer Programs Protection Act ("CPPA ").116 The purposes of the 
CPPA arc to contribute to the sound development of the national economy by 
protecting the author's rights in computer program works, to encourage fair usc 
of computer program works, and to promote relevant industries and tech nolo-
gies.!37 The CPPA grants software copyright holders the right to reproduce, adapt, 
translate, distribute, publish, and transmit the program for fifty years from the 
131 II!. art. 36. 
132 II!. art. 37. 
133 /d. art. 25. Foreigners applying for a patent. if they arc not residing in South Korea. must utilize 
a patent agent during the application process. lei. art. 5. 
134 Id. art. 26. 
135 Id. art. 39. 
136 South Korea Copyright Act. art. 4(9). amilahle (// http://www.moleg.go.krienglish/page_link. 
php·'lett=lctt.php&main=econo display.php&code=35&page=4&key=&keytield (last visited Mar. 3. 2(05). 
137 South Korea Computer Programs Protection Act. Act No. 6357. art. I (2002). ami/ah/e (/( 
http://www.molcg.go.kricngl ish/page I ink. php') I cti=lett. php&mai n=ccono _ d ispla y. php&codc= 36& page=4&k 
cy=&kcyticJd (last visited Mar. 16. 20(5) 1 hereinatier South Korea CPPA I. The term '"computer program 
works'" means creative works expressed as a series of instructions and commands used directly or indirectly in 
an apparatus having data processing capacity such as a computer. etc. (hereinafter referred to as "computer") 
for the purpose of obtaining a certain result. Id. art. 2. 
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date of publication,l3X This includes the right to disclose the program or not. IW 
The copyright will not apply to uses for certain education purposes,I40 
The CPPA creates some obstacles for jointly created programs, The 
copyright for a program created by two or more people or entities cannot be 
exercised without an agreement of all the copyright co-owners,141 In addition, no 
co-owner can transfer his or her portion without consent of the other co-
owners,I42 CPPA coverage of programs created by foreigners will be extended if 
the foreign nation and South Korea have a reciprocal agreement, or if the 
program was created by a foreign corporation with its principal office in South 
Korea and was first published in South Korea,14.1 
The CPPA does not apply to programming languages (a system of signs 
and characters as a means to exprcss a program), rules (a specific programming 
language convention used in a specific program), or algorithms (a method of 
combining instructions and commands in a program),144 New rules have also 
been enacted regarding reverse engineering of program codes, making reverse 
engineering legal without the consent of the program copyright holder only when 
138 1£1, art. 7. An extension of live years is available if there was a period that the patent could not 
be worked. Id. art. 89 90. 
139 !d. art. 8. 
140 1<1. art. 12. 
141 Id. art. II. 
142 1£1. art. 11(2) II (3). "Each co-owner" cannot in good I~lith "unreasonably withhold or rcluse his 
consent." "[fone of the copyright co-owners in thcjoint creation program dies without leaving an heir. or gives 
up his portion, the portion shall be distributed to other co-owners in proportion to their pro-rata portion." Id. 
143 It!. art. h. 
144 1<1. art. 3. 
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necessary for compatibility.'45 Information obtained as a result of the reverse 
engineering of program codes under this exception cannot be used for 
developing, producing, and selling a program that is practically similar in expres-
sion to a protected program. 146 
3. Intellectual property enlorcement provisions in South Korea 
Copyright infringement of programs includes, among other things: (1) 
importing an infringing program for distribution in Korea; (2) using for business 
purposes a reproduction of an infringing program; and (3) intentionally removing 
or modifying the copyright management infonnation without proper legal 
basis.147 While an individual is strictly liable for importing and distributing in 
Korea a program that infringes a program copyright, those who use and distribute 
programs without knowledge of the illegal circumstances are not guilty of 
infringemenLI4k This is less stringent than a strict liability standard for trafficking 
infringed material, which therefore can create obstacles for prosecution and 
enforcement. 
South Korea also makes it illegal for any person to disann technical 
protective measures or to provide equipment, devices, or parts that are used to 
disann technical protective measures. 149 Furthermore, it is illegal to distribute 
145 !d. art. 12-2. 
1461d. 
147 /d. art. 29. 
14R Jd. 
149 Id. art. 30. Scvcral exceptions apply under article 30( I). including when it is necessary for a 
person using a program with proper legal basis to maintain the compatibility with other programs, in case a 
revision or update of the program is requested by the cnd USCI' with proper legal basis, and in case it is necessary 
for a person using a program with a proper legal basis to analyze the encryption in connection with the program 
for the purpose of study and cducation. Id. 
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programs or technology that are "considerably dedicated" to disarming technical 
protection measures. ISO Reasonable damages can be assessed by the court for lost 
profits. 151 
South Korea's statutory provisions and enforcement practices have been 
in violation of its international obligations since the early I 990s, and South Korea 
has been on the United States' "Priority Watch List" or "Watch List" since 
1992. 152 Software piracy has represented roughly 60% of the estimated monetary 
losses due to intellectual property violations in South Korea. IS3 The commitment 
to enforcement is inconsistent and focused mostly on small companies, making 
it difficult to create a significant dent in South Korea's end-user piracy 
problem. 154 
150 /d. 
151 Id. art. 32. 
152 For a description of "Priority Watch L.ist'· and "Watch L.ist,"· sec OIIICL 01 I Ill- U~llll) S 1·\1 is 
TRAIlE REI'RESENTAfI\ c, supra note 77; SI!I! 1Iiso Seah Park & Neal King Jr., Tmill!: S('oul/!ms 10 Fighl Pimn 
o(U.s. Cop)',.ig"ls, ASIAN WALL SI . .I., Jan. 12,2004, at A5 (discussing how the United States is considering 
pu~hing for \\iTO ~al1i.:tions against South Korea for their inability to cnt(Jrcc intellectual property \'iolatioI1S; 
movies, music, and computer programs arc the main problems). 
153 S(,I! KOREA: ExnRI'I FROM IHE IIPA SPeciAL 301 REl"O~I\Il,~DATI()~S, Feb. 20,1996. III http:'!/ 
www.iipa.com/rbcIl996/rbc south korea 301 96.html (last visited Mar. 3.20(5) (discussing, illlalllill. South 
Korea's violations of the enforcement procedures and deterrent penalties of TRIPS (Trade-Related Aspects of 
Intellectual Property) Part III, Articles 41, 50. and (1) [hereinafter SPH I-\L 30 I RH"ml\I[~DAr IO'JS I. 
154 SI!I! it!. Moreover, the U.S. Government found that the Government of Korea has not yet taken 
necessary action on two of the highest priority issues included in the out-ot~cycle review: I) tultilling it;, April 
2002 commitment to submit legislation providing for the tull right of transmission for sound recording,,; and 2) 
fultilling its commitment to IUlly resolve the 111m piracy isslie Cb it pertains to the Korea Media Rating 8uard 
(KMR8). Sl!~ KOReA ON PRIOI{IIY WAlCH Us!", sllpra note 77. One U.S. Trade Report listed the 1()llowing 
recommended changes: 
< Allocating more prosecutorial resources to end-user piracy cases. and 
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providing training to law enfixcement ofticials in conducting these cases. Korean 
commitments in this area should be specitic, quantitiable, and verifiable. 
<Developing consistent nationwide standards tllr initiating end-user cases, 
evaluating evidence, and recommending sentences and dispositions. 
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B. Exit Opportunities 
Like Japan, in 1996 South Korea created a secondary, over-the-counter 
market, modeled after the NASDAQ, called KOSDAQ. This market was created 
to support small businesses and venture firms specializing in the high-tech and 
biotechnology areas. I)) This market has thrived since its inception. 156 
C. South Koreall Cultllre: Elltreprelleursliip Growillg: Superior 11lternet 
lll/i'ast ruet lire 
Both geographically and psychologically, South Korea is a mix of China 
and Japan. Going out on one's own is not culturally supported, but the idea of 
remaining economically competitive in the region and globally appears to make 
+( 'olllmittin,g: to aggrcssi\'c enforcement ill end-liser cases, including targeting 
of large chaeho! cOlllpanies when supported by evidcllce of cnd-lI~cr infringement. 
·Illlposing the enhanecd penalties - including imprisonment in appropriatc 
cases - made availablc by reccnt changes in law . 
• Ensuring bettcr security and morc aggressivc lield invcstigations by 
prosecutors, so that evidencc of cnd-user piracy can bc gathered without tipping otT 
violators. 
·Initiating end-uscr cases (as in cascs involving slllall dealcrs and training 
institutes) without the nccessity fiJr the copyright owncr to file a fiJnnal complaint. 
·Designating softwarc piracy as a "public offense" and thus eliminating thc 
rcquirelllent for a formal complaint prior to criminal enforcemcnt; 
• Rcvising the CPPA to establish prcsumptions for damages, reform the 
registration process, and narrow the scope of CPPA's "cducational" and "personal usc" 
cxcmptions, to prevent their abuse for commcrcial gain. 
S!!!! SPECI ·VI 30 I RECOMMfNDAI IONS, Slip/"({ note 152. 
155 Eugcnc Kim, 1~lIt/ll"(! Capita/ COlltmctillg Ul/(Ii.'r the Kore(l}/ COll/ll/ercia/ Code: Adopting U.s. 
Techlli(jul.'s ill South Kore(/n Trallsactiolls, 13 PAC. RI~I L. & Pm'y J. 439. 465 n.179 (2004), citing Hwa-Jin 
Kim, /j"illg lrirh the /.\1F- A Nell' AIJj)ro(fch 10 Corporate CO\'CriWIlCC and Reglllatioll o(Fin(/ncial Iw·;titllliolls 
iJ/ Korea, 17 BI'RKfl IY .I. I~ I 'I L. 61. 75 (1999). 
156 This despite somc risk of scll~dcaling. See Bcrnard Black, COIjJo/"({te COl'emance in Korea at 
the Millennium: !:'n!ulI/cillg /ntemati()Jw/ Competilil'elless, 26 J. CORP. L. 537, 540 (2001). Black's article also 
concludes that South Korea's rcgulators and judges arc honcst (though possibly not the politicians, yet) and the 
service providers (business lawyers, accountants and investmcnt bankers) arc Western-traincd, although thc 
jlldgc~ arc inc'Xpcricnccd in commercial and securities cases. It!. 
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South Korea amenable to innovation. 157 Bankruptcies of two major chaebol 
(South Korea's major business conglomerates) have led young graduates to 
establish their own companies. 15H Experts covering South Korea now believe the 
era of chaebol dominance in South Korea is ending and that venture-backed 
staJ1ups are set to play an important part in South Korea 's future.15~ Both of these 
reasons may explain the shift in the acceptability of entrepreneurship by the 
South Koreans in the late 1990s, when young people broke out from the more 
conservative corporate path and began creating businesses of their own.160 
Moreover, the population density of this tiny country and the govern-
ment's support of technological development make it ripe to test certain advance-
ments before other countries. 161 The government has invested over $35 billion to 
establish a nationwide high-speed Internet infrastructure and change the 
economy to accommodate Internet and information-based technology develop-
ments. 162 Because of this investment South Korea has enjoyed the highest rate of 
157 Atler all, Japan occupied South Korea for the lirst half of the twentieth century. Prior to that 
China occupied the region for centuries. 
ISH SI!I! gl!lIl!raiir Michael Schuman, Kor"alls Fillil Ih" 1:'lIlr""rl!lI,,//rill/ 5)",rk . ..Is ('ollg/OIII"mles' 
11(}('s ,\fo//lIl, Risk- Takill!; Cmil//all!s SllIrl BlISiIlI!SSI!S, ASI.\N WAil S I . .I., June II, 1997, at I. The government 
also began to lend such ventures money at rates which were half olT Irom market rates and government policy 
makers even considered exempting certain young entrepreneurs Irom military service. Ill. 
159 Sl.'e Black, slIpra note 156, at 544. 
100 Still, cultural obstacles remain such as the social and linancial stigma of switching jobs or acting 
against coml11on wisdom, the socially taboo aspect of downsizing, and the desire to avoid sales of the country's 
assets to foreigners, See Pointcau, s//pra note 128. 
101 South Korea, which has a population of just under 50 million and is about the size of Indiana, 
is already strong in consumer electronics and semiconductors, with companies like Goldstar and Samsung, 
Black, slIpra note 156, at 539. 
162 So//Ih Korl!lI Ellrmllrks Morl! Ihall $35 Billioll for/llterJII!II'1I1/1l1'1I\\', ASIAr-; W.\LL SI. .I., Jail. 
IS, 2000, at 18. 
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broadband usage in the world, estimated at 75% as far back as 2002,11,3 South 
Korean broadband is also faster than anywhere else in the world. In 2004 South 
Korean Internet users were able to transfer information at speeds up to four times 
faster than the fastest broadband connection in the United States. By 2006 they 
should be able to transfer data at up to twenty megabytes per second (enough to 
download movies to watch on high-definition TVs), and by 2010 that ratc may 
be as high as 100 megabytes pcr second. 1M This has given South Korea the ability 
to develop such industries as on-demand internet games, television, and movies 
(began in 2002), as well as wircless internct (began in 200 I), well before they 
become viable in larger markets like the Unitcd Statcs, China, Japan, and 
EuropeY':' Internet gaming has become such a large industry in South Korea that 
its best players are even achieving superstar and celebrity status. 166 
163 H. Asher Bolande. KT SelTice Gi,·cs Suhscrihers .4('('1'.1'.1' 10 lidco Oil DCllllllld, ASIAN WALL Sf. 
J., Oct. 11,2002, at A3. 
164 Scc Assif Shalllecn, Korea:, Broadhalld RCl'OllIIioll: Whal Korea Is Doillg Will Ifill'c Clohal 
Impacl, Apr. 2()04, vol. 197, al http://www.chiefcxecutive.netldcptsitcchnologyIl97a.htlll (last visited Mar. 3, 
20(5). As Lee .lac Woong, CEO of Korea's largcst internet portal Dallln, stated in 2004: "What Apple's iTunes 
is doing to Illusic in the U.S. now, broadband did to movies and TV in Korea two years ago." Iii. Current U.S. 
broadband rates arc between 2 and 4 megabytes per second. 
165 See id. (discussing how in 2002 KT Corp., South Korea's largest broadband provider launched 
a video-on-demand service for subscribers to watch movies and television shows on personal computers or 
television sets, as well as a special service that relays broadcasts to a normal TV sct wirciessly): scc also H. 
Asher Bolande, Ilirel!!ss IlIleml'l ill SOlllh Korell Ifils Spe!!d BIlIllPS: Lillgerillg Hol!!I' ill Sl'lTice DeepclI DOllbls 
Abo1l13C. Dril'illg Amlllld Smllilo Tesl Cdll/a211!)!) Ix, ASIAN WALL S I. J., Apr. 22, 2002, at I (discussing the 
2001 launch ofvideo-on-dcmand mobile phones via wireless internet). 
166 Mci Fong, Th!!.,·1' Star Alhil'll's 1'II11heir Talell/.' Oil f)isplal' While f/lIPing Qllire a BiasI: Korl'(/// 
COII/plller-Call/e Cra~(' Sparks I'ro Circllil. Need /i)r Fillgcr Insllrance, ASIAN WAl.L ST . .I., May 21, 2004, at 
A I (discussing holV the industry began when the nation rolled out high speed Internet access live years ago, 
now three Korean cable channels broadcast matches twenty-four hours a day and many young people arc 
attempting to make a living as professional gamers). 
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VI. CONCLUSION 
This aliicle delineates many of the legal and cultural hurdles associated 
with technological entrepreneurship in East Asia. With knowledge of the risks, 
practitioners can better plan and account for them. While the intellectual property 
laws of China, Taiwan, Japan, and South Korea are all theoretically adequate to 
provide protection for the inventions and software of technology companies, 
enforcement remains a practical problem (with the possible exception of Japan). 
A shift in cultural mentality, both by the government and the infringers, seems to 
be the only way to bring about change, and that could take some time. Companies 
that will suffer most from this lack of enforcement will be smaller-sized software 
ventures that cannot afford to lose revenue opportunities. However, the general 
industry suffers as well, as the prospect of losing revenue due to infringement 
creates a disincentive for local companies to invent new products and for foreign 
companies to cater to these local markets. 
As for litigating intellectual property and patent claims, countries will 
likely continue to interpret laws and suppOl1 policies that favor domestic 
companies. The most powerful of them (China) can afford to do so, even at the 
risk of alienating some investors, knowing that other investors will take their 
place. As an investor, it would be wise to carefully consider valuations of 
technology-oriented companies that center their business plans in this region. If 
a company is in biotechnology or pharmaceuticals (or a similar field where patent 
protection is key), research into the case law of each country may be necessary 
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Exit opportunities are also somewhat unpredictable in these countries. 
None of them has stock markets tbat match the sophistication or experience of 
the U.S. stock markets. Moreover, the culture in South Korea and Japan is risk-
averse and investors prefer predictability, so even the most successful young 
companies could still take up to ten years to achieve an IPO. This is much longer 
than most venture capitalists would be willing to wait to recoup an investment. 
The culture in China is more supportive of risk and may allow for quicker exit 
strategies. However, other hidden risks abound in this very large and complex 
nation. 
For entrepreneurs, problems create opportunities. Soutb Korea's foray 
into the intemet gaming and video-on-demand markets appears to be a means of 
avoiding some of the counterfeiting and piracy issues facing software distribu-
tors. The protective methods developed and used in online gaming may soon be 
extended to other areas and countries to help prevent software theft. As other 
countries are able to create an infrastructure which makes widespread broadband 
intemet connections possible, the impact of software piracy may then become 
greatly reduced. This, in tum, could have a profoundly positive effect on 
technology-oriented entrepreneurship in the region. 
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